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(FAQ’s) 

November 15-16, 2017 

 

MSEL Version 
Q:  Which official MSEL version is being used by SPP? 

A:  Regardless of amendments/updates by NERC, the official version being used by SPP is Version 
3.6. 

 

Exercise Scope and Logistics 
Q. Will SPP be awarding Continuity Education Hours (CEH’s) to Operators this year? 

SPP will not be awarding CEHs for GridEx.  For those entities interested in awarding CEHs, NERC 
is providing a generic ILA (Individual Learning Activity) template that can be customized for your 
specific objectives.  If an entity needs assistance with interpreting the ILA, please email 
gridex@spp.org for guidance. 

 

Q. Will SPP’s Exercise Scope include the Market? 

A: No, the Market is not included in the scope of GridEx IV exercise. 

 

Q:  Will SPP Operators be using the Customer Training DTS? 

A:  No, SPP Operators will be using a tabletop activity to review applicable internal plans, processes, 
and procedures as they relate to both SPP customized Injects and Active Entity customized Injects for 
both normal and emergency situations. 

 

Q:  What time will SPP start the Exercise and what time will the Injects begin? 

A:  The published MSEL has times listed in EST.  SPP will start promptly at 0800 CST (which 
corresponds with 0900 EST) for both days Nov 15 and Nov 16.  All Inject times will be 
played/exercised in “real-time” with no delays.  For instance, if a NERC Inject starts at 1005 CST, 
SPP will maintain that start time. 
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SPP understands that impacts/outcomes of an Inject will likely span a time frame. In order to 
maintain plausible reality, SPP will honor communication/coordination for the duration of the Inject. 

 

 

 

Deadlines 
Q:  Are there any SPP deadlines an Active Entity must meet in order to participate with SPP in 
GridEx IV? 

A:  Yes, please review the Timeline Document in the GridEx IV folder on the SPP website for a 
complete list of all SPP deadlines: 

• No later than May 31, 2017 an entity should notify SPP that it wants to participant in 
GridEx. SPP will consider the entity to be an Active participant.  Participation requests after 
this deadline are subject to limiting the entity to Observer status. 

• No later than July 7, 2017 an Active Entity should provide SPP with a list of Inject(s) the 
entity will be exercising.  See the Inject Submission and Award section for more details. 

• No later than July 31, 2017 an Active Entity should provide SPP a thorough narrative with 
details for their Injects.  In the event SPP can interact beyond awarded Injects, include 
thorough narrative with details for all Injects your entity plans to exercise. 

 

Inject Submission and Award 

Q:  How does an Active Entity Planner submit Inject requests to SPP? 

A:  It is recommended that an Active Entity submit a list of at least ten (10) Injects per Move with a 
numerical rating of 1 to 10, with 1 representing highest priority of requested play interaction.  This 
top-ten list is due to SPP no later than July 7, 2017 and will be used to either award or deny 
requested play based on queue order of submission.  Although an Active Entity can practice as many 
Moves and Injects as they desire on its own, the entity is allowed interaction of no more than one (1) 
Inject per Move with SPP Operators. 

This question is also closely related to Question “How does SPP award requested Injects to an Active 
Entity?” 

Q:  How does SPP award requested Injects to an Active Entity? 

A:  Requested Injects will either be awarded or denied based on queue order of submission.  Multiple 
entities will not be awarded the same Inject; thus SPP will use the queue order and the entity’s top-10 
list to award Injects.  For example:  if two entities choose the same Inject, the entity that submitted its 
list first will be awarded the Inject; the entity that submitted its list second will have its second choice 
Inject awarded; and so on.  Final award of Injects is pending the July 31st deadline described below. 

Thorough Inject narrative and details are due no later than July 31, 2017.  As an Active Entity 
provides this detailed information, the entity will receive final award of its requested Inject.  
Conversely, an entity will not receive final award of an Inject if the entity misses this deadline.  In the 



event this deadline is missed, final award of an Inject will be given to another entity using the queue 
ordering and top-10 list. 

In the event SPP can interact beyond awarded Injects, it is important to include thorough narrative 
with details for all Injects your entity will be exercising. 

This question is also closely related to Question “How does an Active Entity Planner submit Inject 
requests to SPP?” 

 

Member Communication 
Q: Is there a place I can get a copy of all SPP communications for GridEx IV? 

A: Yes, we have posted all information on SPP.org. 

 

Q:  Will there be communication between participating entities and SPP Ops Planners prior to 
GridEx IV? 

A:  Yes, there will be scheduled conference calls June thru November to prepare for GridEx IV.  If 
circumstances prevent an entity from participating in the calls, the entity risks its participation status 
being changed from an Active status to an Observer status. 

In the event communication is needed with an SPP Planner during the actual Exercise, designated 
Planner contact information will be provided in advance of the exercise starting. 

 

Q:  Will an entity be able to communicate with SPP Operators during the exercise? 

A:  Yes.  During the Exercise, an Active Entity is allowed communication with SPP Operators for 
their awarded Injects.  Exercise contact information will be provided to each Active Entity in the 
upcoming months. 

For additional details on requesting Injects, awarded Injects and deadlines, refer to see Inject 
Submission and Award section. 

 

Q: Will there be someone I can call during the exercise if something changes last minute? 

A: Yes, you will be provided an exercise controller contact for the two days of the exercise in the 
event you have any changes or questions during the exercise. 

 

Q: If I have questions between conference calls before the exercise, is there a person I can talk 
to? 

A: Yes, SPP has established a Customer Relations Representative to support GridEx IV member 
communications. You may contact Don Martin by email at GridEx@spp.org  or by phone at  501-
614-3309 or 501-554-1035 
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